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Meadow Sports Football Club
Loop Rd Playing Fields, Loop Rd, Kingfield, Woking
Surrey GU22 9BQ

AGENDA
♦

7.15 Academy Meeting
Position and Movement (outside) all welcome

♦

8.00 Chairman’s Welcome

♦

Vince & Pat - Match Incidents / Reviews

♦

♦

Society Business

10.00 Close

August Meeting
Monday 8th August 2016
The deadline for the August Warbler is
Friday 29th July
The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
Society or it’s Committee
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As we approach our final meeting of the season,
it is with great delight that I can report that Woking Society have achieved the Bronze Award in
the National RA’s QUEST initiative. We are the
first LRA in Surrey to achieve this, and it entitles
us to host NRA evenings for all local societies. It
also gives us access to resources from the NRA
not available to other societies who are yet to
obtain the award.
A lot of hard work from the current committee has gone into this achievement.
However a lot of work has also been done by previous committees over our past
89 years, and this has made it easier than it would have been, and made Woking
Society the leading society that it is today.
I would like to thank all the members of the society, past and present, for their
hard work and support. Without this, Woking Society of the Referees Association
would not be where it is today.
Hopefully I will see you at the May meeting but, if not, it only leaves me to say
have a great summer break, set your goals for next season, and take the time to
breathe and relax.

Pat

9th May

Society Meeting

Vince & Pat

Friday 20th May

Eve-of-Final Rally. Meet the FA Cup Final
Match Officials: One Great George Street, London
E mail contact@the-ra.org

Saturday 16th &
Sunday 17th July 2016

The RA Conference 2016. Hinckley Island Hotel,
Hinckley, Leicestershire
https://www.participant.co.uk/tra/keepcalmandmanage

8th August

Society Meeting

TBA

Accounts May 2016
General
Supplies
Belgium
Training Fund
Youth Fund
Total

2016/17Membership (May)
37 Full Members
4 Friends
1 Affiliated Member
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£3,218.45
£153.15
£0.00
£759.40
£113.50
£4,244.50
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Welcome to your last Warbler of the season. I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all those who have contributed to the magazine over the last 10 months
and helped make my job easier. It would be remiss of me not to mention such
notable sources of inspiration as The Chiltern Referee, Touchlines (Sutton RA) ,
Mal Davies, The Normidian (North Middlesex RA) plus other RA magazines I’ve
found on the Internet. Also individual contributions from Adie Freeman, Keith
Hiller (aka Willy Woodwork,) Tony Murphy, Brian Reader, Glenn La Roche, Rob
Hughes, Martin Read, Mick Flannigan and anyone else I may have forgotten.
My thanks to you all.
I would also like to thank our advertisers whose contributions help maintain your
subscriptions, (once again unchanged at a mere £36,) a goodly proportion of
which goes towards the postage and printing of the Warbler. The latter for which
Redeye have done a sterling job, often turning the job around in 2 days, particularly when there is a bank holiday involved.
It looks like our training team will have their work cut out this summer, learning
and subsequently explaining to us plebs the finer points of the 57 changes to the
Laws of the Game. I’ve listed the basic changes on pages 8 and 9, although
some of the so called changes I thought were already in law. I’m thinking of ones
such as tape being the same colour as socks, or the ball rebounding off the referee, play cannot start or continue if a team has fewer than 7 players? However
there are a few new ones, such as the ball can go backwards from a kick off, a
player injured by a red or yellow card offence doesn't have to leave the field of
play after treatment. I’m sure Vince and the team will be able to reveal the finer
points to us all. I do wonder though, how those referees who don't belong to an
RA will manage to interpret the new Laws, or even if they are aware of them. As
for the majority of players—no chance.
Talking about law changes, has anyone else noticed the gradual and rather insidious introduction of the 50mph speed limit which is appearing on many of our
roads? The latest is the one between Chobham to Ottershaw, which I often use,
being the quickest route to the M25 for me; or it used to be! I don't know when it
happened but one day it was the National Speed Limit i.e. 60mph and the next
minute 50 mph signs appeared like a rash along the verges. Why?? I don't think
I’ve ever seen an accident along there. Ok there are some sharp bends near Fairoaks, but even 50mph would be pushing it through them. Interestingly a few
days after I noticed the signs I was overtaken on 2 occasions by nutters as I was
approaching a bend. They must have been doing 70+. I of course was driving
along at 50.
Great to see a couple of ex Spurs players are still making a name for themselves
in the relegation battle at the bottom of the Premiership. Andros Townsend and
Jermaine Defoe both scoring for Newcastle and Sunderland respectively at the
weekend. I can’t see Spurs caching the Foxes though. What a great season
they’ve had.
Be good, take it easy and have a great summer.

Mac
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WOKING SOCIETY - THE REFEREES ASSOCIATION
Affiliated to the Referees Association & Surrey County Referees Association
President: Vince Penfold

COST

FULL MEMBER - OVER 18
(INCLUDES RA & COUNTY RA SUBSCRIPTION + PA INSURANCE)
Expires 31/3/2017

FULL MEMBER – UNDER 18
(INCLUDES RA & COUNTY RA SUBSCRIPTION + PA INSURANCE)
Expires 31/3/2017

AMOUNT

£36.00

£29.00

£20.00

AFFILIATE MEMBER
(i.e. Full Member of another Referees Society)
Expires 31/3/2017

£20.00

FRIEND OF WOKING SOCIETY
Expires 31/3/2017

OPTIONAL RA PHYSIOTHERAPY INSURANCE
If required please contact Bryan Jackson
DONATION £1,£2,£3,£4,£5,£10 or Whatever

TOTAL

NAME…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
ADDRESS…………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………
………………………………………………………………………………..POSTCODE……………………………………
TELEPHONES (H)………………………………………..…

(M)…………………………………………..…………….

E-MAIL ADDRESS…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
COUNTY FA REGISTERED WITH……………………………………………………..
FA NUMBER (FAN)…………………………

.REFEREE LEVEL……………..…………

..

DATE OF BIRTH…………………………
I AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE RULES OF THE SOCIETY AND AGREE FOR MY DETAILS TO BE SHARED WITH THE
REFEREES ASSOCIATION

SIGNATURE…………………………………………………………DATE……………………
RETURN TO :-BRYAN JACKSON,
1 WOODSTOCK GROVE,GODALMING,SURREY,GU7 2AX.
Tel:
01483 423808
Email: membership@wokingreferees.co.uk
CHEQUES PAYABLE TO:- WOKING RA or
Send funds direct to 30 94 77, a/c no 02710897
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21 Members attended the April meeting of Woking RA on 4th April 2016 and
were rewarded with an entertaining and interactive presentation by Michael
Webb and Chris Powell. The subject was “recognizing challenges” and after discussing the finer points of fair v unfair challenges, followed by the definitions and
the differences between Careless, Reckless and Dangerous (i.e. excessive force
tackles which endanger the safety of an opponent.) we were shown a number of
video clips which demonstrated examples of each.
We’ve seen and discussed similar clips before, but what made this presentation
different and perhaps more relevant to us at the lower echelons of the referees
ladder was that the videos were all taken from Supply League games rather than
the lofty heights of the Premier or International stages.
We saw and discussed situations where producing a red card quickly could diffuse a potentially explosive situation, and others where a caution carried out in a
calm, controlled and measured manner can help calm down a player.
Interestingly Chris pointed out that as a rule of thumb, if after a foul, the players
turn to the referee looking for action then it is probably a caution, but if they turn
on the offending player the it could well indicate
a red card situation. Obviously not always but a
guide non the less.
Chris and Michael were thanked by Colin Barnett and presented with a bottle of wine each
Vince then took to the floor and showed a presentation video which has been sent out to all Local RA Societies by the RA showing an incident
in a match and the subsequent handling of the
situation by the officials. This was then followed
by a “what would you have done differently” set
of questions, encouraging a discussion amongst
the audience.
It is the intention of the RA to send more such
“what would you do? ” videos out to every LRA.
Particularly useful if a Society doesn't have a
guest speaker.
Colin, Michael and Chris
Dave,”Leading by Example” Lawton recently received this e mail from an admirer
Hi Dave, it's Justin. Not sure if you remember me from one of the referee's
courses at Byfleet Village FC in November last year? I went to watch Abbey
Rangers on Saturday and saw you in the middle. It was great to watch you at
that level and I learned a lot just watching how you dealt with situations. You
were very firm, but very relaxed at the same time. I liked the way you dealt with
the Abbey coach when he started mouthing off, then just got back on with the
game like nothing had happened. Also, you made me realise that I run far too
much in a game. Maybe having official linesman helps you at your level though.
I'm fighting against club linesmen every week!
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LAW CHANGES 2016/17
Outline summary of Law changes
Herewith a simple outline of the main changes /clarifications.
LAW 1 – THE FIELD OF PLAY
Artificial and natural surfaces may not be combined on the field
Competitions may determine field size for their competitions (within Law)
All commercial advertising on the ground must be at least 1m (1yd) from boundary lines
Logos/emblems of FAs, competitions etc. allowed on corner flags (no advertising)
LAW 2 – THE BALL
None
LAW 3 – THE PLAYERS (NEW TITLE)
A match may not start/continue if a team has fewer than 7 players
Substitutes may take a restart but must first step onto the field
Clarifies situation when a player is sent off before/after kick-off
Direct FK (or penalty) if a substitute/team official interferes with play
If something/someone (other than a player) touches a ball as it goes into the goal the
referee can award the goal if the touch had no impact on the defenders
If a goal is scored with an extra person on the field and referee has restarted play the
goal stands and match continues
LAW 4 – THE PLAYERS’ EQUIPMENT
Any tape or other material on/covering socks must be same colour as the sock
Player losing footwear/shinguard accidentally can play on until next stoppage
Undershorts must be colour of shorts or hem; team must all wear same colour
Electronic communication with substitutes is forbidden
Player can return during play after changing/correcting equipment, once equipment has
been checked (by referee, fourth official or AR) and referee signals
LAW 5 – THE REFEREE
Decision can not be changed if play restarted or referee has left the field of play
If several offences occur at the same time the most serious is punished
Referee can send a player off from pre-match pitch inspection onwards
Referee can only use RC + YC after entering the field at start of the match
Player injured by RC/YC foul can be quickly assessed/treated and stay on field
The equipment a referee can or may be allowed to use
Diagrams of referee signals included (from Guidelines section)

LAW 6 – THE OTHER MATCH OFFICIALS (NEW TITLE)
More details about the duties of the assistants, AARs, fourth official
Diagrams of assistant referee signals included (from Guidelines section)
LAW 7 – THE DURATION OF THE MATCH
More reasons for additional time (e.g. medical drinks breaks)
LAW 8 – THE START AND RESTART OF PLAY
All restarts included (previously only kick-off and dropped ball)
Ball must clearly move to be in play for all kicked restarts
Ball can be kicked in any direction at kick-off (previously had to go forward)
Referee can not ‘manufacture’ outcome of a dropped ball
8
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LAW 9 – THE BALL IN AND OUT OF PLAY
If a ball rebounds off a match official it is in play unless it wholly passed over a boundary line
LAW 10 – DETERMINING THE OUTCOME OF A MATCH (NEW TITLE)
Kicks from the penalty mark:
Referee will toss a coin to choose the goal (unless weather, safety etc…)
Player temporarily off the field (e.g. injured) at final whistle can take part
Both teams must have same number of players before and during the kicks
Clear statement of when a kick is over
Kicks not delayed if player leaves the field; if not back in time kick is forfeited
LAW 11 – OFFSIDE
Halfway line ‘neutral’ for offside; player must be in opponents’ half
Players’ arms not considered when judging offside position (including goalkeeper)
Offside FK always taken where offence occurs (even in own half)
Defender off the field only ‘active’ until defending team clear ball or play stops
As above for attacker returning; before that re-entry point is the offside position
LAW 12 – FOULS AND MISCONDUCT
Foul with contact is a direct FK
Advantage for a RC – indirect FK if offender then gets involved in play
Change of wording for handball so that not every handball is a YC
Some DOGSO offences in the penalty area are punished with a YC
Attempted violent conduct is a RC, even if no contact
Striking on head/face when not challenging an opponent is a RC (unless negligible)
Offence against substitutes, team officials, match officials etc. is now a direct FK
Foul off the field penalised with a direct FK on boundary line (penalty in own penalty
area)
LAW 13 – FREE KICKS
Difference between ‘stopping’ a FK and ‘intercepting’ the ball after FK taken
LAW 14 – THE PENALTY KICK
Indirect FK + YC if wrong player deliberately takes the penalty
Indirect FK if ball kicked backwards
If ‘illegal’ feinting occurs it is always an indirect FK (and YC)
Goalkeeper YC if infringes and the PK is retaken
LAW 15 – THE THROW-IN
New wording makes it clear that ball must be thrown with both hands
LAW 16– THE GOAL KICK
If GK kicked into own goal it is a corner kick to opponents
An opponent in the penalty area when the goal kick is taken can not play the ball first
LAW 17 – THE CORNER KICK
If CK kicked into own goal it is a corner kick to opponents
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Adie’s Bike Rage
Our 2015/16 season is almost over and we can start looking forward to Euro 2016
and our summer holidays. I would consider that this season has been a success,
well done to all the promoted candidates and to those who were fortunate enough
to be awarded County and League Cup Finals. In the next few weeks I will be
sending out the Referee application forms for the SCILW & the G&WAFL relating
to the 2016/17 season. I fully appreciate that you will not be able to give me your
availability at this early stage but please complete the forms, send them to me and
inform me of your availability when you in possession of those details.
Observations of life have amused me this past month. A couple of weeks ago we
had a very wet start to the week with a lot of rain early on a Monday morning. We
were on our daily trek heading for the depths of Hampshire, approaching the Odiham roundabout only to be confronted by Richard Cranium and his mate in a
Beamer performing a ‘Tokyo Drift’. My first thoughts were ‘did I actually see that’
and my second was that Dave Lawton would have loved to have made his acquaintance. My return home that evening revealed yet another incident that leads
me to believe that some people are simply tired of living.
Some of you will be familiar with the Trunley Heath road and the traffic lights on
the River Wey Bridge. I was following light truck and we had the green lights so
proceeded forward. The poor guy driving the truck was confronted on the bridge
apex by a cyclist coming straight at him from the opposite direction. The cyclist was lucky he did not end up
over the bridge and into the river!
Following that, I was on my way this past Sunday to my
SPL Cup Finals, on the same bridge (opposite direction),
lights turned green, I moved forward and had to brake
suddenly as 3 cyclist came hurtling over the bridge
shouting at me that they were cyclists. I fully appreciate
that I may not know every Law but this new regulation
has passed me by! Perhaps the Department of Transport
could inform us of this change as I can find no reference
on the internet.
Wood-working projects are going well and the cribbage
board now has all the tracking and inserts fitted. I figured
out how I am going to machine and manufacture the
pockets for the cards and the ‘cribbage men’ so the router
will be doing its usual business – I love this ‘hand mill!!’
Have a great Summer, enjoy the break and take a welldeserved holiday.

Adie
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LEARNING FROM OTHER SPORTS
I was delighted to learn that David Elleray is working on a much simplified set of
laws for football. One way of radically simplifying the game would be to abolish
offside. Why not? It’s a minefield. It’s widely misunderstood and wrongly applied by players, amateur linesmen, pundits and supporters throughout the world.
It is a source of regular controversy and indeed, confrontation. Why was it introduced in the first place? To prevent “goal-hanging”. Is that such a big deal?
Offside was abolished altogether in hockey many years ago, a change which has
vastly improved that sport. A striker in hockey can now loiter in front of his opponents’ goal, if he wishes. However, as a qualified hockey umpire, I see very little
out-and-out goalhanging. Certainly strikers maintain a higher position up the
field and naturally they get behind the defense more easily. So what? That
opens the game out wonderfully. With a defender or two hanging back to cover
fast breaks, there is much less congestion in midfield – and there is a complete
and merciful absence of arguments over offside.
In my level of football (schools, universities, Sunday leagues in the park), the
ignorance and misinterpretation of offside is absolutely woeful. Players complain
about decisions, even if they are 50-60 yards behind the play! Many volunteer
linesmen are hopeless…..and a few of them are undoubtedly biased.
The most common mistake is to raise the flag because the attacker is in an offside position when he receives the ball. Of course, if he was on-side when the
ball was actually played to him, the flag should stay down. Whenever I sense
that a player is about to hit a through ball, I instinctively check where the strikers
are standing. At the precise moment when the pass is made, I can usually spot
whether the striker is offside or not. If he is clearly on-side, I don’t even bother to
look towards my linesman. I keep my eyes peeled for imminent fouls instead.
Very often, though, I get calls from the linesman or the spectators telling me that
he has flagged for offside. So what should I do? Calling play back for offside
would be an injustice. On the other hand, overruling the linesman is seen as disrespectful – especially if I have to do it repeatedly, which does sometimes happen. That makes the linesman look daft (which he possibly is); or it implies that
he is cheating (which he possibly is). It is a recipe for ill-feeling and occasionally
heated arguments.
The linesman is (or should be) level with play at all times. The ref cannot always
be up with play, as he has to cover BOTH ends of the pitch. So it would be nice
to think that for offside decisions, the ref can rely on his better-placed assistant.
Dream on!! Unless you have the rare luxury of independent and qualified linesmen, you normally have to make do with club linesmen, who are “associated”
with the defending team. Many of them do their honest best, but others are either incompetent or plainly biased. Two years ago, I had to remove the flag from
a linesman when it became clear he did not know the difference between a goal
kick and a corner kick!
Now let’s consider the possible introduction of a “sin bin”. Other sports do it, with
great effect, so why not football? In rugby, the punishment for a yellow card is
an invariable 10-minute suspension. In hockey, we vary that considerably. We
have a green card, which means “go off for two minutes, then come back when
you have pondered the error of your ways.”
12
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For a yellow card, the punishment is at the umpire’s discretion, depending on the
seriousness of the offence, the match “atmosphere”, or the frequency of infringements by the same player. The rules state that the minimum sin-binning for a
yellow is 5 minutes and indeed, this is the norm …..but the umpire is entitled to
enforce a longer period if appropriate. If the suspended player continues arguing
from the dugout, the time penalty is increased until he behaves himself. It’s very
much down to the umpire’s discretion and it allows him better to control the temperature of the situation.
I really like the hockey rule about misconduct by managers/coaches. If a coach
is giving me grief, I have the right to send him to the clubhouse. In that situation,
I am also entitled to dismiss one of his players, so that the team on the pitch is
depleted and suffers instantly for the coach’s misbehavior. Furthermore, in
hockey the team captain is personally responsible for his team’s conduct. If his
team is persistently misbehaving, I can send the captain to the sin bin. Wouldn’t
that be lovely in football?
One final improvement which football could nick from hockey is the “self-pass”.
So often in football, we have to wait an eternity for free kicks to be taken. The
delay is exacerbated by defenders failing to retreat 10 yards; or it takes ages to
set up a defensive wall; or the taker of the free kick hangs around, waiting for his
team mates to take up forward positions or lose their markers.
In hockey, 99% of free hits are taken instantaneously…..if not sooner! An excellent change in the rules now permits the player to pass the free hit to himself and
drive forward, past an unprepared defense. The taker of the hit no longer has to
pass the ball to a team mate. Instead, he can immediately tap and go. There is
still the old requirement that defenders have to be at least 5 metres away from
the hit. However, this does not nullify the “tap and go” tactic. If the defender has
been caught out and is within 5 metres when the self-pass is taken, he must not
impede the attacker’s progress until the ball has actually travelled the 5 metres.
He can therefore be left floundering in the wake of the attacker. If he flouts the
5-metre rule and moves prematurely towards the attacker, he is sin-binned. This
rule has been hugely successful, as (a) no time is lost and (b) an immediate selfpass is very tricky to defend against.
Since it took football years and years to allow goal-line technology, I rather fear
that none of my desired law changes will take place in my lifetime. Pity!

Mick Flannigan, April 2016.
This (and others) provided by Brian Reader
Darren proudly drove his new convertible into LIverpool and parked on the main
road whilst he popped into the newsagents just a couple of hundred yards round
the corner to buy a paper. He was on his way to the recycling centre to get rid of
an old TV, which he left on the back seat. He was halfway to the newsagents
when he realised he had left the top down and with the TV still in the back. He
ran all the way back to his car, but it was too late ..... four more TVs had been
dumped in the car.
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· MATCHES
136
· RED CARDS
19
· YELLOW CARDS
438
· JOINED
2010
Personal information
Year of birth
1985
County FA
Northumberland FA
21 August 2010: Birmingham City v
First Premier League Match
Blackburn Rovers

Profile
At only 25 years of age, Michael Oliver became the youngest referee in Barclays
Premier League history when he took charge of Birmingham City’s clash with
Blackburn Rovers in August 2010, and he has remained a top-flight official ever
since.
Oliver’s rapid rise up the Football League ladder culminated in being added to
the Select Group of referees for the 2010/11 season. Prior to his time in the Barclays Premier League, Oliver was a Football League referee for three years after
learning his trade with four years at non-league level.
In 2012, his quick progress was rewarded as he was elevated to the FIFA list of
referees, making him eligible to take charge of fixtures in the UEFA Champions
League and Europa League, as well as European internationals.
Oliver, whose father Clive was a former Football League referee, was in charge
of the 2014 Community Shield match between Manchester City and Arsenal at
Wembley.
He was in the man in the middle at Wembley again in 2016 when he officiated
Manchester City's penalty shootout victory over Liverpool in the League Cup final.
14
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Switching the Field

(I’ve forgotten where I found this Ed)

We see and hear it every single weekend on the youth soccer fields: “Come on,
ref!” “What are you doing?!” “Are you blind?!” “Call it both ways!” (The last one is
my favourite, since it makes no sense at all - referees are not obligated to make
an even number of calls for both teams – if only one team commits fouls, then
only that team should get called for them).
All of this yelling and complaining at referees is hurting the development of our
kids. More than we realize.
Part of the problem is that we see people do it on television, or it gets glorified in
movies. We think it’s part of our jobs as coaches and parents to give the referee
a hard time. Sometimes, at the highest level, there is an appropriate time to hold
referees accountable. But Saturday afternoons at the local U12 league is not the
highest level. Our most important job at the youth level is not to win or replicate
what we see the professional coaches do. Our job is to provide a positive experience and develop young kids.
Unfortunately, however, we often find ourselves complaining to referees almost
every game, and it directly affects our kids in a most negative way. Here are four
ways yelling at referees hurts our kids:
1. They learn that mistakes are not okay
More often than not, the referees are also kids – they’re just a little bit older than
the ones playing. They are – just like the players – there to learn and grow. They
are going to make mistakes. If we complain or yell at the referee every time he or
she makes a poor call, we teach our children that making mistakes is not okay.
Our kids learn to be afraid to fail, and likely end up not trying at all to avoid messing up. The young referee will likely quit, and the children playing will see the actions of their parents and coaches, then be afraid to try something new as players out of fear of “blowing the game.” This lesson, of course, extends to the rest
of our children’s lives, and they will learn to be afraid of taking chances in all endeavours.
2. They learn to make excuses
Blaming the referee is an excuse. Our teams are going to get bad results sometimes. And seldom, a draw may very well turn into a loss because of a misjudged
call from a referee. However, we can only control our own efforts, actions, and
responses. If we complain about and blame the referee, our kids will begin to
blame their poor results and performances on the referee. They make an excuse
for why they were not successful. If we want to develop resilient and mentally
strong children, we need to teach them to take responsibility for their actions. Instead of blaming the official, we ought to score so many more goals than the opponent that a wrongly-awarded penalty kick has no effect on the result. Or better
yet, we should fix the mistakes that caused the ball to enter the penalty area in
the first place – dominate play to an extent that the ball never escapes our attacking half.
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Surely, these are very difficult to do. But we need to teach our kids to not blame
others for their results and learn to overcome any obstacles that enter their path.
Otherwise, our children will be blaming others for anything and everything that
goes wrong in their lives, and they will never be as successful as they otherwise
could be.
3. They learn to give up when facing adversity
Bad calls by referees are inevitable, and there is nothing we can do to change
that. Our kids need to learn to realize this. We cannot control the referee’s actions. However, we can control how we respond to situations. Our players need
to learn how to press on when given a difficult situation and do everything in their
power (such as their effort, actions, and attitudes) to overcome it. If we simply
complain to the referee and get stuck on yelling at him/her, we do not focus on
controlling ourselves in a positive, productive way. Our kids will get stuck on
complaining or worrying about the bad situation rather than focusing on how they
are going to succeed despite the circumstances. Life is going to give our kids a
number of difficult scenarios. If we don’t teach them how to brush off what they
can’t control and focus on how they can overcome adversity, our kids will forever
struggle in life.
4. They learn to disrespect authority
This is one of the most ironic situations when it comes to adults complaining to
referees. We often complain about kids having no respect and a disregard for
authority. However, as soon as the referee – the person in charge of a match –
makes a poor call, we complain and yell. How do we expect our kids to learn to
respect authority if we don’t show that very same respect ourselves? As parents
and coaches, we are undermining our own authority by teaching kids to be disrespectful.
As always, it is important to realize how our actions affect our children, and how
the way we approach the youth soccer experience affects the lessons our children learn. Whether we realize it or not, like it or not, how we act and what we
teach our children through sport affects them in all areas of their lives. Our interactions with referees is no different.
Is there ever an appropriate time to hold the referee accountable? Certainly. But
there is a productive, positive way to do it, and there is a negative, destructive
way. Instead of yelling or complaining, the coach (not the parents!) should calmly
speak to the ref at half time or off to the side. This teaches our kids how to handle situations in a civil, professional manner.
Furthermore, we must keep perspective about what is an appropriate time to
question the referee. In youth soccer, it is important to remember that no one is
intentionally trying to make bad calls or make the game one-sided. Believe me,
referees have more important things to worry about than fixing the result of a local youth match. Rather than being fixated on the judgement of calls, our biggest
concern should be about the effort and interest of referees. Most of them do
care. However, we occasionally come across a referee or two who are only there
for the “easy money” that comes from it. This is what we should be most upset
about, not poor calls. And again, we should approach such situation in a calm,
professional manner in order to set a good example for our kids. And by holding
referees accountable for this, our kids will learn how much we care and how important it is to take their jobs seriously.
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GRAHAM POLL: (Writing in the Daily Mail)
Premier League is being let down by poor refereeing... something is clearly
wrong, but nothing is being done
Premier League refereeing is weak and not fit for purpose, and the overturning of
another red card will not help referees’ confidence or their credibility.
According to Mike Riley, the head of refereeing for the Professional Game Match
Officials, key-incident decisions are 95 per cent accurate.
However, the overturning of West Ham midfielder Cheikhou Kouyate’s red card
this week means that over 14 per cent of dismissals — perhaps the most important decision a referee makes — have been deemed to be wrong in the Premier
League this season.
Something here is clearly wrong but there is no indication that anything will be
done to change the situation, let alone improve it to a level of acceptability.
There have been just 49 red cards in the Premier League this season compared
to 59 at this stage last season and yet seven have now been overturned — a
damning statistic.
Initially the review panel of former referees was set up to overturn only those red
cards which were clearly wrong but now it seems they are going further, perhaps
in response to the poor standard of officiating.
It is very difficult to argue against the first six decisions to rescind red cards as all
were wrong. But the decision to dismiss Kouyate for a high but not excessive
tackle on Crystal Palace’s Dwight Gayle was harsh at worst and not a clear error.
The referee at Upton Park was the usually excellent Mark Clattenburg, who appeared rushed and flustered on Saturday, perhaps revealing the state of confidence of one of the best we have.
A look at the current crop of select group referees does reveal a weakness, with
no clear lead referee to set the standard which all aspire to reach.
In my formative years as a referee I looked up to the excellent George Courtney
and then Philip Don, both of whom were disciplinarians who went on to referee at
World Cups.
They were men who commanded respect without an FA programme asking players to show a modicum of decency towards those charged with applying laws.
Now I question who young referees look up to as there is no ‘champion’ since
Howard Webb retired two seasons ago. Riley appears to enjoy this and shuffles
his pack so that no single referee is seen to lead instead of him.
As a result, we are seeing average referees appointed to big games and good
referees lacking the confidence or motivation to perform at their very best every
week.
West Ham would be well placed to claim a Champions League place had decisions not gone against them regularly in recent games.
We demand the best from our players and club managers, and it is time to do
ask same from our officials and their managers, who hide away behind statistics
rather than lead from the front.
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From whistles to watches,
flags to record cards, shirts
to socks, Pat’s got the lot
Help support the society and
make sure you give Pat a call
07834 963821
for all your refereeing needs
patric.bakhuizen@gmail.com

Referees Wanted
for the

Farnham & District Sunday
Veterans League

If you are interested
Please call
Colin on 01252 328 953
Or Linda on 01276 512 735
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The Adventures of Willy ‘Red card’ Woodwork
The Whistling Referee
Part 48 – The muddy goal keeper
Match:
League:
Venue:

Cockfosters Casuals –v- Reds Rovers
Division Three – Sunday Park League (North)
Pitch 165 – The one with the stream by the side

Over the years I have refereed matches when there have been no off sides in
the ninety minutes and I can remember a few matches when there were no corner kicks but no matter how good the referee is or how well behaved the players
are I have as yet never refereed a match when there have been no fouls. If
only!
What is odd is that Law 12 in the ‘Laws of the game’ which is ‘Fouls and Misconduct’ clearly states that a direct free kick is awarded when one of the opposing
team commits a ‘tackle’ on an opponent. So should the ref award a direct free
kick each time a tackle is committed? Fortunately No! This is because each
time a ‘tackle’ is committed the referee has a choice of four options,
namely……………..one of the following Careless
Reckless
Excessive force or
A good, fair challenge
Naturally each time during this match I have blown my whistle for either a tackle
which I have deemed to be either careless, reckless or excessive force it goes
without saying the player who committed the challenge, the tackle, the foul always claims ‘But I won the ball Ref’ and at best they then claim the tackle was
only ‘careless’.
Players have no idea the difference between careless, reckless and excessive
force.
This is why the ‘stepped approach’ is important to remember and put
into practise……….
Careless tackle is perhaps a ‘quiet’ word
Reckless tackle is a yellow card
Excessive force can only be a red card
If you have any doubt then come along to my next match and watch me in action.
My next decision was an interesting one as the Rovers forward run into the
Casuals penalty area. The forward made a wild kick at the ball and as he did so
a giant chunk of mud flew from the ground into the goal keeper’s face.
The ball entered the goal but the goal keeper claimed he was temporary unable
to see and felt the forward had purposely kicked the mud into his face.
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This was not an easy decision to make but there was no way that I could prove
the forward had kicked the mud on purpose and I explained to the Casuals players that surely the forward would want to score a goal rather than render their
goalie incapitated. I duly awarded the goal……
Would you have done the same and awarded the goal?
As the players began walking back to the centre circle the Casuals captain approached me again. I told him that I had made my decision and would not be
changing my mind. He explained he wanted to ask why the goal scorer was not
wearing shin pads as the laws stipulate and on that basis I should disallow the
goal. Well, I thought, that was an interesting dilemma.
I went over to the goal scorer and the Casuals captain was correct. During my
pre match inspection I must have missed this player and only now did this come
to my attention. There is enough for a referee to observe during a match than
to also focus on every players shin pads. But I realised that this was my fault
but I decided to allow the goal to stand. I also told the player to leave the field
of player and put some shin pads on immediately.
The Casuals asked why I did not caution the offending player and I admitted it
was my error for not checking properly pre match.
Would you have cautioned the player for not wearing shin pads?
For your next match remember to use the ‘stepped approach’
and please remember pre match to check all the players are
wearing shin pads!
‘Till I blow my whistle next’,
Willy Woodwork
Willy ‘Red card’ Woodwork…………the whistling referee.

Seeing Red
After seeing a documentary on how inner city youths can remove the wheels of
cars in under four seconds with no specialist equipment, the McLaren team at
Silverstone decided to fire their pit crew and hire four youths from Liverpool. As
most races are won or lost in the pit lane, McLaren thought their nimble young
fingers would give the team an advantage. The first race came along and the car
drove into the pits. The youths went to work swiftly but the McLaren team boss
noticed a real problem. Not only had the youths replaced all four wheels well
within four seconds but in another ten seconds they had re-sprayed the car,
changed the number, and sold it to the Ferrari team!
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Camberley & District Sunday League
Div 1 Cup Final
Referee - Tom Ellsmore
Suburban League Challenge Shield Final
Tonbridge Angels v Metropolitan Police
Barry Rowland : Assistant Referee
Surrey Intermediate League Western
Premier Cup Final
Paul Gorringe : 4th Official
Surrey Primary League Cup Finals - Officials
Glenn La Roche U14s
Roy Butler U16s & U18s
Mac McBirnie U16s
Hi Mac,
I recently refereed Merton Police vs Croydon Police at Imber Court along with
Dave Simms (Kingston Society) in memory of Sergeant Juliet SOWTER, Sergeant Ian HARMAN and PC Terry ELMER and the trophy this year went to
Croydon who won the match in a thrilling 5-4 penalty shoot out after the game
finished 2-2. Over £300 was raised for charity on the day, and so far over
£9000 has been raised for McMillan and Cancer Research.
David Payne

I went to the doctor and I said” Look why am I not pregnant? I’m doing all the
right things—I've stopped drinking, I’m taking vitamins and I’m putting a pillow
under my bottom.” And he said “are you having sexual intercourse on a regular
basis?” I said “ I cant do everything!”
The late great Victoria Wood
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95 Sutton Avenue
St Johns, Woking
Surrey GU21 8UL
01483 385776
07780 684416
michaelgeorgelawrence@hotmail.com

Advice on the prevention of
Stalking and Harassmentment
Hamish Brown MBE
Retired Scotland Yard Detective Inspector
UK’s leading authority on stalking and harassment. Hamish has been
personally requested by high profile individuals and organisations to:
Advice and Lecture on this specialist subject
Website: www.hamishbrownmbe.com
Email: Hamish@hamishbrownmbe.com
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Watch What ?
You are running alongside the winger and
you are moving quickly towards the corner
flag as the defender forces the winger into
the corner of the field of play, near you. Everything is happening fairly fast, and suddenly
the problems are upon you in all their variety.
You find yourself looking for the ball going
out of play for either a goal kick or a corner –
or perhaps it might be a throw-in. Whatever
happens, if the ball goes out of play you must give a decision as to whose ball it
is. Moreover, you must give that decision promptly, so that everyone is aware that
you are on top of your job. To do all this, you must watch both pairs of feet and
the ball very carefully in order to be sure which player touched the ball last before
it went out of play.
But were not the referee’s pre-match instructions to you, “All offsides are yours”,
accompanied by an almost threatening aside to the effect that he would sooner
have a questionable offside than a questionable goal? You then start to wonder at
this stage whether he’d sooner have a questionable goal kick instead of a questionable corner, or a questionable goal kick instead of a questionable offside, or
just what he’d sooner have right now! Quite clearly, this problem of the offside or
not is a vital one to the referees so, very professionally, you know he needs all the
help you can give him.
You now have further problems for, with the play so close to you, how easy it is to
see who touches the ball last, but how terribly difficult it is to judge the exact moment to risk a glance past the ball and the legs in order to assess the offside
situation.
With all this buzzing about in your mind, you find time to recall something else the
referee had said to you before the game. “If anything happens that you see and I
don’t, and you think it is of importance, let’s have a clear signal …”.
Now that is all happening in front of you,
you wonder just what he meant, and at
the same moment you know that what he
meant was incidents like shirt pulling on
the blindside, etc. The blind side to him is
right beside you, perhaps even in front of
you if by now you have reached the corner flag and have stopped running. But
offences like that will be taking place an
inch or two too high for you to see, as you
gaze into the apparent jungle of legs.
What a job”
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As if you haven’t enough to be going on with, you start to listen for those illegal
calls from one player to another. You hope secretly that you don’t hear one, for
you feel convinced that you will not honestly be able to assess who shouted it.
But you listen, since the referee cannot be expected to hear such a call if he is in
a good position, somewhere across the field in the realms of comparative ease
and comfort.
You have heard it said that you must be mad to be either a goalkeeper or a referee. You now begin to think once again that to be an Assistant you must surely
be on the verge of being certified! But you know you will still be there for the next
similar situation, and indeed at the next lining appointment on your calendar.
There is little doubt that the Assistant has to be almost superhuman in situations
like this one which, of course, is no real exaggeration of what happens many
times during a match. Yet, as soon as the Assistant makes an error of judgement
during such an incident, he will be called everything from blind to useless by
those who have never had the delightful experience of running the line.
Nevertheless, there are actually referees around who think that their Assistants
do not have enough duties, and should be given more responsibility!
If my Assistant faces a situation like the one outlined above just a couple of times
during a match and he keeps us both out of trouble, then to me at least he is
worth his salt. And what goes with salt? The peanuts that they pay Assistants –
surely one of football’s most underrated participants!
Courtesy of the Chiltern Referee

Spotted outside the pub in Port
Stanley, Falkland Islands

Absurd Adverts (via Brian R)
1. "LOST. Small apricot poodle. Reward. Neutered. Like one of the family." (Newspaper small ad)
2. "DOG FOR SALE. Eats anything
and is fond of children." (Newspaper
small ad)
3. "EAT HERE and get gas". (US service station sign)
4. "NOW with two times more hydrogen
than oxygen! Water that isn't watered
down!" (ad for bottled water)
5. "MODULAR SOFAS. Only $299.00.
For rest or fore play". (Newspaper small
ad)
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If you think referees can 'ruin' matches, perhaps you're not
watching them right
Discussions about football in other countries focus on tactics and team selection,
so why do we have to watch managers moaning about referees every week?
By Harry Pearson for When Saturday Comes, of the Guardian Sport Network

When I was a child my family had a cocker spaniel named Sam. You could always tell when Sam had done something wrong because he would approach my
mother and father at an oblique angle, his body contorted so that his front legs
were almost at right angles to his rear end, his eyes firmly fixed on the ground.
“Oh here he comes,” my dad would say, “doing his bloody Uriah Heep act. I bet
he’s had those chicken giblets out the bin.”
I always think of Sam the spaniel when I watch the interviews with managers on
Match of the Day. The BBC man with the big mic invariably approaches his
questions in the manner of a dog that’s just rolled in a cow pat. “Now, Arsène,”
he says, as if he expects the Arsenal boss to clip him round the ear with a rolled
up newspaper, before dousing him with a watering can filled with Dettol solution,
“I’m afraid ... I have to ask you ... about the penalty. Did the match official get it
right?”
Because it seems the opening gambit these days is always about a refereeing
decision, the tone hushed and apologetic, as if the questioner was probing some
dark family secret. “So Roberto, first things first: the mad woman locked in the
attic – is that your wife?”
I’m not sure why the interviewer feels the need to adopt this obsequious approach. It’s hardly as if asking Sam Allardyce to sound off about the inadequacy
of the linesman is the modern day equivalent of door-stepping the Duke of Wellington to inquire if he’s fathered a bastard child. Presented with the chance to
expound sourly on the injustice of some marginal call against his side, it seems
unlikely Big Sam will snap: “Damn your impertinence, sir. Step aside, or I shall
direct my groom to give you a horsewhipping.”
It is not always like this, of course. At international level managers are treated
with a good deal less grovelling civility by the media. Look at Graham Taylor. His
lament about referee Karl-Josef Assenmacher was the cause of mirth and mockery not head-bowed concern. Mind you, anyone who thinks the England boss is
doing “the impossible job” should go and watch the Brazilian press give their incumbent a grilling. No “Did the sending off cost you the match?” stuff here.
Back in 1998, on a media shuttle bus in Nantes with a posse of São Paulo-based
hacks, I asked why Juninho had not been included in the squad. “It is a travesty,”
one of them said. “Carlos Parreira is a dog and a buffoon,” his colleague added,
a line that made me hope that Brazilian football writing was done in the style of a
Restoration comedy. “The situation is a corrupt farce,” a third said with a backhanded swat at the air. Brazil had just thrashed Morocco 3-0, but that hadn’t mollified anyone.
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If anything the Holland manager has an even tougher time. The Dutch reporters
are not interested in the weakness or otherwise of match officials. They are concerned only with tactics. Indeed, many of them have such a focus on formational
minutiae you feel that at any moment they may demand to know how many
wing-backs can shuttle run on the head of a pin.
During Euro 2000 I went to the Holland training camp at Hoenderloo. The local
football writers were in a mood so prickly it was like walking into a hothouse full
of cacti. Holland had beaten Denmark 3-0 the night before, but nobody was
fooled by that scoreline. “Last night your team performed for only 20 minutes...”
the first reporter said, pointing a nicotine-stained finger at Frank Rijkaard.
There then followed a barrage of inquiries about formations, tactics and personnel all designed to demonstrate beyond all doubt that Rijkaard should in future
be forced to sit in the dugout wearing clown shoes and a dunce cap. It might
have gone on all day had not the BBC’s glamorous blonde children’s TV presenter Katy Hill interrupted the flow by asking Rijkaard name his favourite type of
cheese.
Why everybody in English professional football these days is so obsessed with
refereeing decisions is another matter. One which deserves some scrutiny. On a
recent Saturday, as I watched South Shields defeat Team Northumbria in a wind
as remorseless as Garth Crooks pursuing the end of a sentence, it dawned on
me that though I’ve been to 25 games this season not a single one of them has
been “ruined by the referee”.
Yet I knew for certain that when I got home that evening and switched on 5 Live
it would be one fan after another telling Robbie Savage that “The referee today
was a joke” or “That ref has probably cost us the title” or “That offside flag could
lose us £45m”. Savage, of course, will concur, saying that: “The ref has tried to
make a name for himself.” This has always struck me as a strange expression,
though admittedly it is the most plausible explanation for the moniker Russell Tiffin.
I put the difference between my experience and that of the 606 brigade to the
bloke standing next to me at Coach Lane. He said he felt the same way as I did.
We concluded that there were only two possible explanations:
1) The match officials at step five and six of the English non-League pyramid
are the best in the country and utterly infallible;
2)
Paying £6 to watch a match leaves you less prone to paranoia and wild
delusion. I’m still undecided on which of them is right.

Thanks to Mal Davies for spotting this—one of the most amusing
and observant articles I’ve read in a long time, and so true!! Mac
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Classes here now
FOR ALL LEVELS OF FITNESS
MALE AND FEMALE
OF ALL AGES

HAVE FUN
GETTING FIT
For Details

Contact Gareth Price on
07735067158
Winston Churchill School
Every Tuesday at 19.00 - 20.00 hrs

Ash Taxis
6 Seater Taxi
Airports , Docks, Social Functions

Competitive Prices
24 hours by appointment
Contact —Colin Barnett on
Tel.
01252 328957
Fax
01252 654811
Mob 07831 404 066
E-mail cbarnett5978184@aol.com
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You Are The Ref
Courtesy of the Guardian (answers next page)
1.

In the dying seconds the home side are defending their 1— 0 lead by playing the ball across their backline. You decide to blow for full time, but you
drop your whistle in the mud. AS you bend down to get it an away striker
steals the ball and smacks a pile driver into the net. What now?

2

Just as à corner is taken you notice a shinpad on the ground in the area. N
No one is claiming it. Do you stop the game and find the person with the
missing mandatory equipment to avoid a possible injury.?

3.

A defender on a yellow card, stands just in front of the ball to stop a direct
free-kick being quickly taken. In an attempt to get him sent off, the taker
hammers the ball at him—only to see him jump out of the way. The ball
smashes into the back of the defending captain who collapses in agony.
What now?

4

A striker who is clean through on goal suddenly pulls up—it looks like a
torn hamstring. But when the crouching keeper hesitates and stands up,
the striker smashes it into the net. It was a ruse. Goal or no goal?

5

You break up a row and reprimand two players. You’re not sure what
sparked it - until half time, when angry home officials who you a TV replay
of the incident. It shows their player was clearly racially abused by his opponent. What now?

6

A midfielder commits a foul worth a second yellow card, but you play ad
vantage as the opposition are in on goal. But, when their shot is cleared it
drops straight to the midfielder you planned to book : he turns, races up
field and scores a screamer. What do you do?

7.

Early in extra time of a cup game the home side’s star striker goes down
injured and cant continue. Having used all their subs his team plays on
with 10 men. But when the goes to penalties, he wants to take one claiming he is fit enough to do so. Do you let him?

8

A keeper pumps the air after making a world clas fingertip save-and the
opposition race off to take a quick corner. But you don't think he touched
the ball, and your assistant just shrugs. What now?

A lad from Newcastle went for an interview for a sales job. It was going quite
well until the interviewer handed him a laptop and said “Sell this to me”. So the
lad put it under his arm, left the interview and went home. Half an hour later his
prospective employer phoned demanding the return of the laptop. “Alreet, man,”
says the lad, “five hundred quid and it’s yours”.
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Keith Hackett’s Verdict
1

You are the sole timekeeper – and you decided time had expired when the
ball was being played across the backline. It won’t make you popular with
the visitors, but disallow the goal and explain why. Everyone will have seen
that you dropped the whistle, so they should accept your decision. Usually
referees have the whistle attached by a lanyard to their wrist – a sensible
precaution.

2

If it’s not too late, delay the kick and find out who the missing pad belongs
to. But if the kick has already been taken, and the pad doesn’t represent a
danger to, or interfere with, players in the vicinity, allow play to continue.
You can then resolve it when the ball is next out of play.

3

This one is more simple than it looks: you hadn’t signalled for the kick to be
taken, so, assuming you advised the attacking player that he must not take
the kick until your signal, caution him, or send him off if you consider he
used excessive force. Restart with the original free-kick. Defending players
standing in front of the ball to stop quick kicks is a problem in the game –
but in this case, the attacking player is also at fault.

4

Goal. It’s not exactly sporting behaviour, but it doesn’t qualify as unsporting
behaviour in the laws. The goalkeeper must be alert at all times and, as
every youngster knows, play to the whistle.

5

You have to base your decisions on what you and your colleagues see or
hear in real time. As things stand, video footage cannot be used by referees
to judge any incident, so all you can do is reassure the manager that the
authorities will investigate and take action if the abuse is proven. Keep a
close eye on the players involved in the second half. .

6

No goal. You should have stopped play the moment the ball reached the
player you planned to dismiss – he shouldn’t be on the pitch and you cannot allow him to benefit from the advantage you awarded the opposition.
Call him over and show him a second yellow, then a red. Restart with an
indirect free-kick, taken from where the ball was when it reached him – the
point at which you should have stopped play.

7

No. Only the players who were on the field of play at the end of the game
can be involved in the shootout. So, before the kicks begin, equalise the
two teams in number: they’ll have 10 takers each. This is one of those
situations where the club staff clearly don’t know the laws properly: if the
striker had hobbled back on before the end of extra time, he could have
taken part

8

You are the decision maker – so make your decision and stick by it. You
need to have the self-belief to act on what you and your colleagues saw,
and nothing else. If you don’t think the keeper touched it, award a goal-kick.
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WARBLER REFERENCE GUIDE
THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
www.TheFA.com

Wembley Stadium PO Box 1966
London SW1P 9EQ

FA Refereeing Department
National Managers
“name”@theFA.com

Neale Barry ; Head of Senior Referee Development

Surrey County Football Association
www.surreyfa.com

Connaught House 36 Bridge Street Leatherhead,
Surrey, KT22 8BZ
01372 373543

Referee Development Officer

Tim Lawrence 01372 373543

The Referees’ Association
www.the-ra.org
contact@the-ra.org
Tel 024 7642 0360

1c Bagshaw Close
Ryton on Dunsmore
Warwickshire
CV8 3EX

Surrey County Referees Association
Honorary Secretary

Surreyra@hotmail.com
Brian Fish 01483 420007 fishbaak@yahoo.co.uk

Guildford & Woking Alliance League
Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Surrey County Intermediate League
(Western) Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Suburban League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Tony King
tkingsfl@yahoo.co.uk

Combined Counties League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Philip Nash 07951 415046
assistantreferees@combinrdcountiesleague.co.uk

Southern Youth League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Peter Harris 01252315856 / 07967 988840
Peter.harris1767ntlworld.com

Camberley & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Richard Harris 07708 813978 (m),
richard@harris-net.co.uk

Surrey & Hants Border Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Bob Dick 01483 300155
bobmdick@btinternet..com

Farnham & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Colin Barnett 01252 328953
cbarnett5978184@aol.com

Surrey Elite Intermediate Football
League
Referees’ Secretary

Richard Brum 07956 185602
richard.brum@sky.com

Surrey Youth League
Referees’ Secretary

www.wsyl.org.uk
Alan Wiggins 01932 789376 alan.wiggins@wsyl.org.uk

Surrey Primary League
Referees Secretary

Scott Kelly
referees@surreyprimaryleague.com

Middlesex County FA
Www.middlesexFA.com

39/41 Roxborough Rd Harrow,
Middlesex, HA1 1NS 0208 424 8524

Hampshire County FA
Www.hampshireFA.com

Winklebury Football Complex, Winklebury Way
Basingstoke, RG23 8BF 01256 853000

Berks and Bucks County FA
Www.berksandbucksFA.com

First Floor, Stratton Court, Kimber Road, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1BZ Tel: 01235 544890

London FA
Www.londonFA.com

11, Hurlingham Business Park, Sulivan Rd Fulham
London SW6 3DU 0870 774 3010

